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Effects of the 2005 Kashmir Earthquake

Urdu transcript:

ا"ﭩ ور :ا)ّ+م ا'&3 -$%پ 0" 01م  0&1ﮨﮯ؟
5رت :زر8ہ۔
ا"ﭩ ور :زر8ہ۔ اور 3پ ﮩ0ں ? + >1ﮯ رﮨہ رﮨ= ﮨ&ﮟ؟
زر8ہ :دو 0+ل۔
ا"ﭩ ور :دو 0+ل +ﮯ۔ ا0FG۔ 0C3 DEBد &Bﮟ رﮨہ وﮨ= ﮨ&ﮟ؟
زر8ہ=H =H :۔
ا"ﭩ ور'G :ﮯ ?  0%? 0&1رﮨ&ﮟ ﮨ&ﮟ؟
زر8ہ 0%? 0"0I 0"0F1 :رﮨ= ﮨں۔
ا"ﭩ ور3 J :پ Oش ﮨ&ﮟ  Hز''Eﮯ 1ﮯ  LMCاLBاد 3ئ =FJ؟
زر8ہO :ش ﮨں۔
ا"ﭩ ورO :ش ﮨ&ﮟ۔ دن Q&1ﮯ EPر 0Jﮨﮯ؟
زر8ہ :ا 0FGﮨ= EPر 0Jﮨﮯ۔
ا"ﭩ ور01 :م  =J 1ﮨ&ﮟ؟
زر8ہ01 :م؟ "ﮩ&ﮟ۔  SCا?8ﮯ FPﮨ=۔
ا"ﭩ ور8U1 :ﮯ TCﮯ ﮨ&ﮟ؟
زر8ہ :اV۔
ا"ﭩ ور :ا&C Vﭩ= ﮨﮯ۔
5رت )?&FXﮯ +ﮯ( :ا&C Vﭩ=  =1 SHا8?3 =FCﮯ 08Cئ ﮨﮯ۔
زر8ہ :وﮦ وا'= "ﮩ&ﮟ  &Bي &Cﭩ=!
ا"ﭩ ور :ا%+ل  =J0Hﮨﮯ؟
زر8ہ=H :۔
ا"ﭩ ور3 J :پ 1 1ئ 1ﮍاه= I 01 E&G =Q1 01ق ﮨﮯ-
زر8ہ" :ﮩ&ﮟ۔
ا"ﭩ ور3 J :پ اده ﮨ= ا?08
…time

زر8ہ :اده ﮨ=۔۔۔
ا"ﭩ ورEP :ار =Jﮨ&ﮟ۔
زر8ہ :اور 1ن ﮨﮯ0&B ،ں ﮨ&ﮟ؟
ا"ﭩ ور &B :ے 0&Bں ﮨ&ﮟ-
زر8ہ :اور وﮦ 01 0&1م J 1ﮯ ﮨ&ﮟ۔
ا"ﭩ ور&B :ﮟ
ا"ﭩ ور=H :؟ )c8Hت &Bﮟ 01م J 1ﮯ ﮨ&ﮟ۔
زر8ہ=H :۔
ا"ﭩ ور&dG :ﮟ +ﮩ= ﮨﮯ۔  %Iہ 3پ 01۔

English translation:
Interviewer: Assalamalaikum. What is your name?
Woman: Zareena.
Interviewer: Zareena. And how long have you been living here?
Zareena: Two years.
Interviewer: Two years. Okay. You’ve been living in Muzaffarabad?
Zareena: Yes, yes.
Interviewer: What are you cooking on the stove?
Zareena: I’m cooking food, etc.
Interviewer: So are you happy with the relief goods that arrived after the earthquake?
Zareena: I’m happy.
Interviewer: You’re happy. How is your day spent (in general)?
Zareena: It goes well [takes it in the “how does your day go” sense].
Interviewer: Do you work?
Zareena: Work? No...(not really). Just in my own house.
Interviewer: How many children do you have?
Zareena: One.
Interviewer: One daughter, (you) have.
Woman (in the background): One daughter who you just made (a film) of.
Zareena: That one, no? That’s my daughter, that.
Interviewer: She goes to school.
Zareena: Yes.
Interviewer: So do you like to do embroidery…do you have any hobbies?

Zareena: No.
Interviewer: So then your time is….
Zareena: here only.
Interviewer: …spent here. Who else is there? (Your) husband?
Zareena: My husband is there.
Interviewer: And what work does he do?
Zareena: At [unclear].
Interviewer: Excuse me? [hears someone clarify in the background.] He works in the
forests?
Zareena: Yes.
Interviewer: All right then. Thank you.
Note: The interviewer’s repetition of what the interviewee says is a common colloquial practice in Urdu for
the purposes of clarity and also as a confirmation of a remark made (but not quite a question).
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